Take the guesswork out of automation,
start process mining!

Process mining reconstructs the digital footprints left
behind in your enterprise systems and applications,
turning them into intuitive process graphs and
dashboards that help you discover, automate and
monitor your processes.
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What features are included?

Discover your processes
Process mining captures the digital footprints your
processes leave behind in systems like SAP, Oracle and
Salesforce. Using a powerful data transformation layer,
raw data is turned into visualizations that chronicle your
process from start to finish. 


Using this data driven view of your processes, you can
easily spot and analyze bottlenecks, rework and variations
that are ripe for automation.
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No one wants to automate an inefficient process.
Using a strategic combination of best-in-class
UiPath automation and process optimization you

’

can ensure that doesn t happen.

Continuously monitor the impact automation
has on processes
Process mining adds valuable context to your
automation strategy. Once you’ve automated an
activity, you can check in on how it’s impacted the rest
of the processes. 


You can also infuse business logic into your processes,
ensuring your processes and automation align with
top-level KPIs. 


Act quickly to resolve unwanted process
behavior

Trigger your robots or alert your people
whenever your processes go of track. Acting
quickly on unwanted process behavior means
that you can keep your processes, and therefore
your business predictable and less vulnerable to
external disruptions.

How does process mining work with automation?

Scale and sustain automation with process mining
Contact Sales

For more details, please visit us at: 
www.uipath.com/process-mining

